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Software License Product Catalog MSRP Monthly, 
Per License1

Contracted 
Monthly, Per 
License1

Intrepid Response Platform
Includes Locate, Connect, Activate modules

Intrepid Response Pricing per module 
Intrepid Locate (web and mobile)
Intrepid Connect (web and mobile)
Intrepid Activate (web and mobile)
Intrepid Reports Package (web only, includes 200 licenses)

Intrepid Response Add-Ons 
External GPS Asset Integrated Tracking (per hardware unit)
ESChat® Push-to-Talk (mobile)

 $14.00  $13.26

$7.50
$7.50
$3.50 

$420.00

$7.10
$7.10
$3.31 

$397.76

$5.00
$5.00

$4.74
$4.74

1. Billed Annually for 12-month period.
2. All software license subscriptions include Intrepid Guardian Angel Support.
3. Software license subscriptions include ongoing updates and upgrades (new features).
4. Each unique user login requires a software license.
5. Additional licenses purchased after initial contract will be prorated based on remaining service time.
6. Free remote webinar training included with all orders.

Training
One day on-site Customer Training
Remote Webinar Training

$3,000.00
Free

$2,841.15
Free

1) Training is provided for Intrepid Networks’ products only. Training is tailored to the products procured.
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All prices are listed in $USD

For more information or product demonstrations please contact us at:

Info@intrepid-networks.com +1-407-205-2721

Intrepid Networks Discount Catalog | Contracted Price 6% off MSRP
NCSA TECHNOLOGY PROCUREMENT BID 24-02-0222

Intrepid Guardian Angel Support provides the highest level of remote software support in the industry. Our service 
includes regular software updates, maintenance, remote training and unlimited data storage for up to 30 days. 
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Communicate
Collaborate
Coordinate 

Response is a low-cost, simple-to-use,  
web and mobile situational awareness platform 
for day-to-day and emergency operations.
 
Mapping, Information Sharing, Team Mobilization, 
Emergency Notification and integrated Push-to-Talk 
voice communications all in one deployable solution.

“Response has significantly increased 
capacity with understanding our 
positioning to the challenges we are 
facing. It improved our operational safety 
and contributed to our mission’s success.”   

– Minnesota State Patrol Captain

Scan code for 
more information.

Platform Advantages  
Decrease Response Times, Reduce Radio 
Traff ic, Enhance Situational Awareness, 
and Increased Responder Safety
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Features 
and Benefits
Highly secure multi-media 
sharing of text, videos, photos, 
and documents.

Instant messaging with 
individuals or entire team.
 
Collaborative documents 
and white boards. 

Automated Task Management.

Connect 
A multi-layered collaborative workspace that 
provides highly secure team communications 
and sharing of digital content on demand.

Features 
and Benefits
Near real-time GPS location 
of all team members.

Reduce location 
radio traffic by 80%.

Improved coordination with 
teams outside of the vehicles.

Auto-Navigate to personnel 
and markers.
 
UAV Drone, GPS trackers and 
WIFI beacon integration.

Manage multiple 
simultaneous operations.

Plus: New Feature 
Landscape Mode – Landscape 
map mode for chest mounting.

Locate 
Geo-spatial solution with feature rich 
mapping. Monitor location of all personnel, 
tagged assets, and markers in near real-time. 

Features 
and Benefits
Persistent and loud 
notifications ensure the 
responder gets the request.

Overrides phone sleep 
and do not disturb modes.

Receive critical information and 
auto-navigation to the  incident.

Plus: New Feature 
Mobile Activation from Markers 
– Activate teams from anywhere. 
Select your team, set up vital details 
and monitor who accepts or declines 
the activation.

Pair Activate with Locate: 
Once a responder accepts the 
Activation, their current location 
is now visible on the Locate map.

Activate 
A simple-to-use web and mobile emergency 
notification and response team mobilization tool.

Push-to-Talk 
Integration with  
Leading PTT Solutions
Evoke calls directly from 
personnel markers to 
individuals or ad-hoc group.

Customizable PTT 
button location

Mutual Aid or Shared 
Operational Channels 

Intrepid Response Platform now has Mutual 
Aid shared channels allowing agencies from 
different jurisdictions to combine into one 
common operational channel for planned 
and unplanned events.

With a few simple steps, multiple agencies 
can now share a common operating 
channel, communications, live personnel 
locations, map markers, and digital media 
during mutual aid events.

Agency (A) creates 
a Mutual Aid 
shared Channel.

Agency (A) invites 
Agency (B) to the 
Channel via email.

Agency (A) and (B) 
are now visible on a 
Mutual Aid Channel.

Step 01 Step 02 Step 03
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With Intrepid Reports, users can edit, manage, sign-off, and export ICS forms from their 
laptops or tablets, enabling a fully automated planning and reporting experience with 
high accuracy in a fraction of the time it takes for manual form completion.  

  Reduces personnel hours filling out ICS forms.

  Faster and easier FEMA reimbursement submission.

  Automates the reporting process with auto-fill of repetitive data. 

Challenge 
Inefficiencies in completing, 
tracking down and reconciling 
ICS forms with accuracy.

Reports Solution 
Editing, managing, exporting 
and sign-off of ICS forms is 
automated.

Challenge 
Managing team assignments, 
goals, and equipment.

Reports Solution 
Resources are swiftly checked in 
and assignments are visible to all 
who need to know.

Personnel quickly access the  
forms assigned to them, 
eliminating confusion and rework.

Challenge 
Wasting of valuable personnel 
hours manually reviewing and 
filing multiple reports.

Reports Solution 
ICS forms are reviewed, signed-off 
and exported as a PDF file for rapid 
submission.

Live data during an operation 
is instantly accessed for status  
updates.

SPEND MORE TIME 
ON THE INCIDENT 
AND LESS ON THE 
PAPERWORK

The Intrepid Reports application is a web-based software 
system that enables your agency to easily create and 
manage your ICS forms and action plans for any incident 
or event. The ICS Forms that are created within Intrepid 
Reports strictly follow the FEMA’s standard form structure.

Mobile 
App  

Coming 
Soon

What are ICS forms? 
The Incident Command 
System (ICS) is a standardized 
approach to  command, control, 
and coordination for incident 
management. Responders use 
ICS forms to create an Incident 
Action Plan (ICS) to define, 
communicate, and coordinate 
steps in support of goals for 
planned and unplanned events.
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Pair Reports with Intrepid Response a powerful solution 
that turns static planning into a dynamic, total lifecycle 
incident and event management capability.

Intrepid Reports supports the following ICS Forms:  
201, 202, 203, 204, 205, 205a, 206, 207, 208, 209, 211, 213RR, 214, 221

Real-time 
auditing for 
stakeholder 

situational 
awareness.

Automatic 
data entry for 
information such 
as personnel, 
vehicles, 
hospitals, 
ambulance 
services, or radio 
comm tables.

Unlimited 
number of 

operational 
periods can be 
configured for 

an incident. 

The Response Platform is a web and mobile communication, 
collaboration, and coordination platform for day-to-day and 
multi-juristical emergency incidents.

  Locate Live Personnel Mapping.

  Activate Emergency Team Notification with   
    Auto-Navigation to Incident or Stagging Area.

   Connect Securely Share Digital Media, Text 
Messages, Collaborative Docs, Task Lists.

PLUS: Mutual Aid Channels 
One common operating picture for all teams 
at the incident regardless of organization. 

Locate Activate Connect 

Scan for more 
information.
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Pair Intrepid Response with ESChat® Push-to-talk for voice 
communications accessible directly from the platform.
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For more information or product demonstrations please contact us at:

Info@intrepid-networks.com +1-407-205-2721
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